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Abstract
The field of drug discovery is ever growing and excipients play a major role in it. A novel
class of amphiphiles has been discussed in the review. The review focuses on natural as
well as synthetic bolaamphiphiles, their chemical structures and importantly, their ability to
self assemble rendering them of great use to pharmaceutical industry. Recent reports on
their ability to be used in fabrication of suitable nanosized carriers for drug as well as genes
to target site, has been discussed substantially to understand the potential of
bolaamphiphiles in field of drug delivery.

Introduction
Formulation development has undergone stupendous
improvement with respect to effective drug delivery as
a result of ever increasing efforts of formulation
scientists across the globe, either to improve
permeation for enhancing oral/ topical/ rectal/ nasal
bioavailability or to render system more target specific.
The improvement in formulation development has been
witnessed over the past few years due to development
of various novel formulation techniques in conjunction
with availability of versatile and smart excipients.
Many novel drug delivery systems available
commercially today, viz. Liposomes – Doxil®,
Myocet®; Nanosuspension – Emmend®, Rappamune®;
Microemulsion – NeOral®, is by virtue of stabilization
provided by an important class of excipients, namely,
surfactants or colloidal stabilizers.
Amphiphilic surfactants constitute an important class of
different categories of surfactants available for
pharmaceutical research. Amphiphiles, a term coined by
Paul Winsor more than 50 years ago, consist of water
loving (hydrophile, polar) and lipid loving (lipophile,
apolar) fractions in one molecular structure. Both, low
molecular weight conventional amphiphilic surfactants
and high molecular weight amphiphilic polymers,
display characteristic molecular self-assembly behavior
in solutions, at interfaces and in bulk, generating
nanoscale structures that hold promise for use in
pharmaceuticals and biomedical sciences.1,2 Of the
amphiphiles studied and evaluated till date,
bolaamphiphiles (BA) are a novel class, being less
investigated so far. However, many research papers and
few reviews explaining success of bolaamphiphiles in
delivery of bioactives have already surfaced up, in the

past few years making it an interesting research area for
formulators worldwide (Table 1).
Bolaamphiphiles, also referred to as bolaform
detergents, two-headed amphiphiles and bipolar
amphiphiles, consist of two hydrophilic headgroups
connected to the ends of a hydrophobic skeleton 3,4
(Figure 1). The name has its origin in the word ‘bola’
which stands for a weapon made up of a long cord or
thong with heavy metal balls at the end used for
throwing at and entangling cattle. Fuoss and Edelson
coined the term ‘bolaform electrolyte’ for a
hydrophobic chain connecting two ionic head groups. 5,6
Bolaamphiphiles are composed of two polar head
groups separated by one, two or three long hydrophobic
spacers that are mostly alkyl chains, and can even be
steroids or porphyrins. 7-10 The two hydrophilic groups
on a bolaamphiphile can be ionic or non-ionic and they
can be identical to or different from one another. The
most commonly known natural bolaamphiphiles are
tetraether
lipids
present
in
archaebacterial
membranes4,5,11-14 conferring them ability to survive
under
unfriendly conditions
viz.
high
salt
concentrations, extreme temperatures or anaerobic
conditions. Their lipids are composed of two biphytanyl
chains, which are attached to two glycerol moieties by
ether linkages, with additional cyclopentane rings in the
chains in some cases, responsible for the adaptation of
the organism to higher growth temperature providing
the necessary rigidity and stability and maintaining
membrane integrity. 4,5,15 In general, membranes
composed of bolaamphiphiles are known to possess less
permeability and better durability as against mono –
polar lipids.11,16 By themselves, bolaamphiphiles form
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monolayer membranes in contrast to phospholipids
known to form bilayer vesicles. 5 Bolaamphiphiles
possess increased aqueous solubility and therefore

increased Critical Aggregation Concentration (CAC) in
range of 10 -4 to 10-6 M much higher in comparison to
phospholipids (10 -8 M).16

Table 1. List of studies exploring bolaamphiphiles and its uses worldwide.

Authors/ Year

Applications

Type of Bolaamphiphile

Marc Hebrant et al.

Micellar extraction of europium (III)

As bolaform extractant: HP-10-PH

56

L-Alanine terminated bolaamphiphile
Lactose ornithine BA, gluconic acid
ornithine BA

57

Dequalinium - cationic BA

58

Phenylalanine-based BA

38

Vit.C based BA

37

Stéphanie Sistach et al.

As gold Nanoparticle stabilizers
As nonviral vectors for efficient gene
Jain, N., et al.,
delivery
As mitochondria-specific DNA delivery
Volkmar Weissig et al.
systems
As Dye-Adsorbing Agent, Water Purifier,
Sudipta Ray et al.
and Vit. B12 carrier
For the production of redox active
Moira Ambrosi et al.
nanostructures
As nanomedicine : for Combination AntiYiguang Jin et al.
HIV Therapy
M. Popov et al. ; George R.
As cationic vesicles for targetted brain
Dakwar et al. ; S. Grinberg et al. delivery

Figure 1. Schematic representation of Bolaamphiphile

Various advantages offered by bolaamphiphiles are
related to its chemical structure. Chemical structure of
bolaamphiphiles can dictate their arrangement into
parallel or antiparallel sheets resulting in formation of
either unsymmetrical or symmetrical monolayer
membranes (MLMs).3,4,17 Bolaamphiphiles have been
used in formulating stable nanocarriers systems and have
already demonstrated enough potential in effective drug
as well as gene delivery. In the current review, an
attempt has been made to describe chemical properties of
bolaamphiphiles, their effect on self assembly pattern
and applications of bolaamphiphiles in drug and gene
delivery.
Chemical structure and Self assembly pattern
Bolaamphiphiles present in MLMs of archaebacteria
consist of ether bonds, instead of ester bonds commonly
present in synthesized bolaamphiphiles, which are
comparatively less susceptible to breakdown under high
acidic degradation, conferring archaebacteria ability to
survive in extreme conditions such as hostile sulfuric
acid environment. Their bolaamphiphiles possess greater
stiffness due to helix formation within macrocycles due
to presence of several chiral methine groups with methyl
substituents in its hydrophobic core. Introduction of cis
configured -C=C- bond in hydrophobic region can make
bolaamphiphile based membranes more fluidic.
Synthesis of macrocyclic tetraethers as present in
484 | Advanced Pharmaceutical Bulletin, 2014, 4(Suppl 2), 483-491

Asymmetric BA : Zidovudine/Didanosine
Prodrug; Dual zidovudine
Vernonia oil based BA

Reference

53,54

35,36

34,39,41

archaebacteria has been attempted but without any
success so far. Combination of two bolas with two
cationic/ two anionic headgroups or by combination of a
dianionic bola and a cationic polymer or vice versa can
be employed to form multilayered membranes.
Bolaamphiphiles aqueous dispersion when subjected to
high energy in form of sonic waves yields spherical lipid
particles made of MLMs. Long-chain and short-chain
bolaamphiphiles produce vesicles and micelles
respectively.5
Bolaamphiphiles can be divided in two main categories
(Figure 2): symmetric (with same polar headgroups at
both ends) and asymmetric ones (possessing different
polar headgroups at both ends), however both capable of
self assembling to yield interesting nano-assemblies. In
1980s, the work on synthesis of bolaamphiphiles was
initiated and aimed at development of asymmetric ones,
that are of special interest to formulators and
biotechnologists to design several nano-architectures
with unsymmetrical membranes.5
Bolaamphiphile family consist of bolalipids,
bolapeptides, carbohydrate based bolaamphiphiles and
aminoacid bolaamphiphiles. Bolalipids can further be
classified as bipolar phospholipids or bipolar
glycolipids. The headgroup in former would generally
consist of phosphocholine or phosphoethanolamine,
whereas bipolar glycolipids possess a large variety of
carbohydrate moieties with six or five-membered
cyclic or acyclic forms as headgroups. 4 The
hydrophobic chain length may contain 22 – 32 carbon
atoms in case of bipolar phospholipids or 6 – 32
carbon atoms in case of bipolar glycolipids. 4 Branched
isoprenyl units, cyclopentane rings, fluorinated alkyl
chain, bicycloheptene rings and sulphur bridges may
also be a part of hydrophobic region of bolalipids.4,18,19
Glycerol is generally present as linker, however,
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sometimes, the headgroup and hydrophobic chain is
directly attached via oxygen, nitrogen, sulfur or amide
bridges.4,18,20-23

Figure 2. Symmetrical (a), (b) and Assymetrical Bolaamphiphiles (c)

Condensation and substitution reactions are employed
mainly for synthesis of most bolaamphiphiles made from
commercial α,ω-diols, -dihalides, -diamines, and
dicarboxylates. For e.g. α,ω-diiodides have been useful
for synthesizing single chain bolaamphiphiles; Stille
reaction was employed between two polyene iodide
molecules and a bis(tributylstannyl)- ethane and is
reasonably successful in synthesis of long chain (C-28)
bolaamphiphiles.5,24,25 Various researchers have put in
efforts to synthesize different type of bolaamphiphiles
such as α,ω – phosphate bolas, ones possessing tetraester
cyclophane groups, or asymmetric bolas, to name a few.5
An interesting example is synthesis of Vitamin C based
bolas in the search for the production of redox active
nanostructures. Amphiphilic ascorbyl derivatives were
synthesized to extend their reducing properties to
encompass hydrophobic environments, since Vitamin C
possesses poor lipid solubility. Also, considerable effort
has been dedicated to the synthesis of bolaamphiphiles
containing aromatic rings viz. phenyl, biphenyl,
azobenzene, pyridinium and aromatic dye groups that
can be either a part of hydrophilic headgroup or
hydrophobic chain.4,26-31
Dhasaiyan et al.32 have recently synthesized various
sophorolipid derivatives and studied the effect of
unsaturation of the fatty acid chain on their self
assembly properties using in vitro and in silico
techniques. Sophorolipids are glycolipids belonging to
the class of asymmetric bolaamphiphiles, wherein a
glucose-sophore unit is attached to one end of the fatty
acid tail while the other end bears a carboxylic group.
Oleic acid bolaamphiphiles were observed to form
ribbon like structures, whereas linoleic acid derivatives
failed to form any self-assembled structures. Linolenic
acid bolaamphiphiles, in contrast formed vesicle like
structures of size 3 – 15 µm on mixing with water (pH
around 3), confirmed by imaging techniques like TEM,
SEM and AFM and Confocal Laser Scanning
Microscopy (CLSM). In order to understand the
mechanism that gives rise to self assemblage, authors
performed
self
assemble
molecular
dynamic

simulations. Solvated bolaamphiphiles were randomly
placed in water in simulation box and allowed to self
assemble for 700 ns. Spherical aggregates were
observed to be formed after 300 ns run time. MD
studies also revealed greater disruption in the head-tailtail-head bilayer with more penetration of water as
compared to tail-head-head-tail bilayer displaying
greater stability and therefore assuming preferred
conformation of molecular arrangement within the
bilayer.
Thus, a large variety of bolaamphiphiles with diverse
structures have been synthesized and reported in
literature. A substantial broadening of the range of
experimental techniques applied for the characterization
of the lyotropic and interfacial properties of
bolaamphiphiles (Table 2) has lead to a better
understanding of the structure-property relationship.
Efforts are now being directed to study the self assembly
pattern and the molecular arrangement in order to design
feasible drug delivery systems.
Applications
In drug delivery
Bolaamphiphiles have been employed in drug delivery to
design vesicular systems, hydrogels, and micellar
systems to name a few. Molecular parameters are the
dictating factors determining the geometrical shape
assumed by bolaamphiphiles like micelles, rods, tubes,
fibers and so on. With double strands bolaform surface
active agents forming spherical vesicles and symmetrical
ones with minimum chain length yielding spherical
micelles as depicted by Polidori et al,33,34 they have
demonstrated promising potential in targeting brain on
suitable chemical modifications.
Zidovudine is a polar molecule with water solubility of
~ 20 mg/mL and is used in treatment of HIV AIDS. Jin
Y. et al synthesized novel symmetric bolaamphiphilic
prodrug named PDDZ composed of long alkyl chain as
hydrophobic part with polar zidovudine molecules as
head groups at both its ends. PDDZ exhibited capability
of forming self assemblies with size restricted to 156
nm and improved stability with aid of Polysorbate 20
and HPMC. It was observed that PDDZ was converted
to active moiety (Zidovudine) in plasma. Most of the
zidovudine was taken up by MPS (mononuclear
phagocyte system) rich target organs viz. liver, spleen
and testis known to be HIV reservoirs, with no free
zidovudine present in plasma after 1 hr. 35 Another
bolaamphiphilic
prodrug
ZPDD
(zidovudine
phosphoryl-deoxycholyl didanosine) composed of
zidovudine and didanosine as two polar head groups on
either side of hydrophobic chain has been reported to
improve efficacy of both anti-HIV drugs. The
bioavailability of ZPDD was 90.5% and 30.8% for i.p.
and oral routes in comparison to i.v. route. Didanosine
was released slowly as compared to zidovudine during
breakdown of ester bonds in ZPDD, which was
available immediately to inhibit virus. As PDDZ,
ZPDD also concentrated in macrophage rich organs
Advanced Pharmaceutical Bulletin, 2014, 4(Suppl 2), 483-491 | 485
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serving as HIV reservoirs. The remarkable advantage of
ZPDD was its capability to form nanosized self
assemblies and combining two different types of

antivirals so that they could simultaneously be
delivered to the targeted cells. 36

Table 2. Methods to determine lyotropic properties of bolaamphiphiles

Physico-chemical methods














Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)
Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC)
FT-Infrared spectroscopy
UV–visible spectroscopy
1H-NMR spectroscopy
Rheological measurements
Dynamic light scattering (DLS)
X-ray scattering (XRS)
Small angle neutron scattering (SANS)
Optical microscopy
Scanning transmission electron microscopy
(STEM)
Freeze-fracture electron microscopy (FFEM)
Cryo-transmission electron microscopy
(Cryo-TEM)

Few researchers have reported ability of bolaamphiphiles
to form hydrogels that can serve as carriers for vitamin C
and Vit B12. Ambrosi M. et al synthesized 1,12diascorbyl dodecanedioate bolaamphiphiles with
ascorbic acid as its two polar head groups and
characterized it to demonstrate its potential to form
nanotubes at concentration above 0.5% w/w.37 Synthesis
of pH responsive hydrogels (phenylalanine based
bolaamphiphile) loaded with vitamin B12 that could
modulate its release profile with respect to pH of
medium has been described.38 These results suggest
bolaamphiphiles’ promising ability to yield novel
hydrogel based carriers for bioactives.
Bolaamphiphile based monolayered vesicles are thought
to possess several advantages over phospholipid based
vesicles. Grinsberg S. et al has reported synthesis of
novel bolaamphiphiles derived from vernonia oil with
choline ester head groups capable of forming vesicles
that can be enzymatically disrupted by acetylcholine
esterases.34,39 These bola-based vesicles were reported to
possess potential of site specific delivery with
decapsulation taking place at enzymatically active
anatomical region. Few reports claim superiority of
bolaamphiphilic vesicles over liposomes with respect to
their stability and cell membrane permeability due to
lesser fusion of lipid exchange observed with former
system.16,40 In agreement to notion of their ability to
cross cell membrane intact unlike liposomes, and better
stability, Popov M. designed cationic nanovesicles
fabricated using bolas synthesized with ACh
(Acetycholine) as their headgroups.41 Dakwar et al39
have further evaluated them for their potential to cross
the Blood Brain Barrier (BBB) to enable brain targeted
drug delivery of proteins. Vesicles comprising of
cholesterol, cholesterol hemisuccinate (CHEMS) and
486 | Advanced Pharmaceutical Bulletin, 2014, 4(Suppl 2), 483-491

Interfacial behavior









Surface pressure-area (π-A) isotherms
Brewster angle microscopy (BAM)
Fluorescence microscopy
Atomic force microscopy (AFM)
Infrared reflection absorption spectroscopy
(IRRAS)
Epi-fluorescence spectroscopy
X-ray diffraction (XRD)
Photoelectron spectra (XPS) measurements

bolaamphiphiles were prepared by lipid film hydration
method which possessed greater serum stability than
cationic liposomes. Also, greater cell uptake of
encapsulated Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA) was
observed as against BSA solution in HeLa (tumor cells)
and b.End3 cells (cells constituting blood brain barrier),
thus establishing greater efficiency of bolaamphiphiles to
cross the BBB. Once internalized, bolaamphiphiles are
postulated to be decapuslated by the cholinesterease
present in the brain thereby triggering drug release. In
vivo study in mice demonstrated intensely florescent
cells in the brain when administered with BSA
encapsulated in vesicles as opposed to solution, thereby
firmly establishing their potential for brain delivery.
Another study evaluates the ability of bolaamphiphiles to
deliver anti-HIV drugs to brain for treatment of neuroHIV. Heldman et al42 have developed novel V-Smart
vesiclesTM for delivery of tenofovir to brain. V-Smart is a
platform technology and is claimed to have greater
advantages over liposomes in terms of stability,
encapsulation efficiency and targeting potential. Vesicles
encapsulating 20 – 40% tinofovir were prepared using
bolaamphiphiles containing chitosan head groups to
increase brain penetration. A single iv. injection of
tinofovir in patients resulted in concentration of tinofovir
in brain higher than required therapeutic concentration,
thus establishing the efficiency of system for antiretroviral treatment of neural HIV.
In yet another recently reported interesting study, Popov
et al43 evaluated bolavesicles comprising of bolalipids
(single or combining two different bolalipids), CHEMS
and cholesterol; bolavesicles containing chitosanvernolic acid conjugate and liposomes containing either
DSPC or DOTAP combined with cholesterol. The
detailed study demonstrated that the bolavesicles were
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superior to DSPC as well as DOTAP liposomes in
delivering analgesic peptides, enkephalin and kyotorphin
across the BBB and releasing them sufficiently to elicit
efficient and prolonged analgesic activity. The analgesic
effect was enhanced by using bolavesicles made from a
mixture of the bolas GLH-19 (that possessed nonhydrolyzable acetylcholine head group) and GLH-20
(that possessed hydrolysable acetylcholine head group)
and by incorporating chitosan pendants into the
formulation. The release of the encapsulated analgesic
peptides also appeared to be dependent on the choline
esterase (ChE) activity in the brain vs. other organs and
tissues. It was observed that vesicles of GLH 20 or
combination of GLH 19 and GLH 20 with chitosan
pendants along with pretreatment with pyridostigmine
(the BBB-impermeable ChE inhibitor) were most
promising for enhanced brain delivery of encapsulated
analgesics. Bolaamphiphiles are being extensively
explored for their promising potential to cross the blood
brain barrier and thereby enable brain targeted drug
delivery.44
Stern et al45 investigated the effect of length of alkyl
chain pendant near the polar head group of
bolaamphiphile on the rate of hydrolysis of head group
and consequently the release of active encapsulated in
bolaamphiphilic vesicles. In an attempt to examine the
same, they designed two bolaamphiphiles, with different
alkyl chain lengths near the polar head groups
comprising mainly of acetylcholine, capable of releasing
encapsulated active only upon breakdown by enzyme
acetylcholine esterase, thus making system site specific.
Bolaamphiphilic vesicles fabricated using both short
alkyl chain bearing and long alkyl chain bearing
bolaamphiphiles possessed size of ~125 nm and ~140
nm, respectively. It was observed that the
bolaamphiphile with 5 methylene groups in its alkyl
chain pendant possessed higher zeta potential value (~55
mV ) as against one possessing 8 methylene groups (~42
mV) which was correlated to slightly larger outer surface
area possessed by the later. The larger alkyl chain length
bearing vesicles demonstrated lower rate of hydrolysis of
acetylcholine
headgroup
when
exposed
to
acetylcholinesterase as compared to vesicle comprising
of short alkyl chain pendant bearing bolaamphiphile.
This was possibly due to the steric hindrance offered by
the larger alkyl chain in comparison to the shorter one.
Consequently, the release of encapsulated active from
vesicles comprised of larger alkyl chain length bearing
bolas was slower than their counterparts possessing
shorter alkyl chain length. The study clearly highlighted
the potential of newly designed bolaamphiphiles in
obtaining controlled and / or different release profiles for
encapsulated actives. Philosof-Mazor et al,46 designed
bolavesicles encapsulating iron oxide nanoparticles
(IONP) for magnetically assisted targeted drug delivery.
The findings were very promising indicating that IONPs
contained in bolavesicles interacted better with
membrane bilayers in model systems as compared to
IONPs free bolavesicles. It was also demonstrated that

bolavesicle formulation was endocytosed by b.End3
brain endothelial cells efficiently even in absence of
magnetic field. Thus, bolavesicles encapsulating IONPs
were considered effective enough in improving the
accumulation/interaction of IONPs with the cells.
Reports on use of bolaamphiphiles for effective drug
delivery are continuously increasing, indicative of its
potential as promising carrier for loaded actives.
In gene delivery
Of considerable interest are the efforts being made
worldwide to rectify diseases/disorders at cell/molecular
level by genetic manipulation in form of
gene/DNA/siRNA/shRNA delivery.47-49 Both, viral and
non viral vectors have been explored for ensuring
effective transfection of gene. Viral vectors are known to
offer better gene transfection than non-viral vectors
generally composed of cationic lipids/surfactants such as
DOPE, DODAB, DOTMA, DOTAP and their
combinations
such
as
Lipofectamine
(1:3
DOPE:DOSPA) or cationic polymers. Non-viral vectors
are yet preferred due to lack of pathogenic and
immunogenic property, better scalability and large scale
production unlike viral vectors. Non-viral vectors also
possess their own limitations. Most of these cationic
agents are known to exert their own genomic and
biological effects at cellular level, and can hinder with
the activity of siRNA/shRNA/gene and exert their own
toxic effects. Complexes between cationic lipids used as
non-viral vectors and DNA/siRNA is thought to be
affected by plasma proteins. Besides no significant
protection is offered to complexed genetic material against
plasma enzyme mediated (DNAase, RNAase, etc.)
degradation before the gene reaches target site.48,50-52
Bolaamphiphiles comprised of one head group being
neutral and other being positively charged offer a
suitable alternative to cationic lipids for effective gene
delivery (Figure 3). Such bolas give rise to asymmetric
membranes with outer neutral surface and inner
positively charged surface complexed to negatively
charged genetic material. The DNA/siRNA being
encapsulated inside is offered significant protection
against enzyme mediated degradation before it reaches
target site. Few reports already suggest bolas to be useful
candidates for effective gene delivery. Klymchenko A.S.
and co-workers53,54 synthesized bolas with dicationic
ornithine as one head group that would associate with
DNA and the other head group being neutral, either
gluconic acid or lactose was used. Both bolas, bearing
either lactose or gluconic acid were extensively
characterized with respect to changes in size based on
N/P ratio upon DNA complexation, microscopic (AFM)
evaluation, DNA condensation studies based on
electrophoresis studies, transfection and cell toxicity
studies. Lactose based bolas showed DNA binding and
condensation at higher N/P ratios than ones with
gluconic headgroups, reason being larger size of lactose
as compared to gluconic acid. With their previous
experience with gluconic acid based bolas, it was
Advanced Pharmaceutical Bulletin, 2014, 4(Suppl 2), 483-491 | 487
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realized that DOPE and chloroquine facilitate better
transfection indicating endosomal escape as key obstacle
in cell internalization of bolaplexes (DNA-bola
complex). As a result, DOPE was included in lactonic
head group based bolas for transfection studies. Bolas
without DOPE did not reveal appreciable transfection,
though the ones with DOPE showed transfection
comparable to PEI in HeLa, COS-7 and HepG2 cell
lines. Bolaplexes with both head groups demonstrated
low cytotoxicity.53,54 Fluorescence imaging suggested
endocytosis as major mechanism of cell binding and
internalization of bolaplexes. Kim et al55 demonstrated
potential of bolaamphiphiles in delivery of siRNA after
thorough evaluation performed during in silico , in vitro
and importantly in vivo studies. Two cationic
bolaamphiphiles (labeled as GLH-19 and GLH-20) with
acetylcholine headgroups, attached to an alkyl chain in
two distinct configurations were tested for their ability to
complex with siRNA and deliver it to cells. The cationic
micelles resulting from GLH-19 during MD (molecular
dynamic) simulations predicted better protection offered
to complexed siRNA against nucleases. Gel
electrophoresis and computational studies demonstrated
GLH-19 / siRNA complexes possess stronger binding
and better interaction as compared to GLH-20/ siRNA
complexes. In vitro studies were performed in MDA-MB
231 (breast cancer) cells capable of stably expressing
enhanced
green fluorescence
protein
(eGFP).
Transfection was performed with siRNA against eGFP
complexed with bolaamphiphiles. Again, fluorescence
microscopy and FACS study after 3 days of exposure
demonstrated better cell uptake of siRNA complexed
with GLH-19 micelles resulting in increased silencing of
eGFP. In vivo studies were performed in athymic nude
mice which were injected fluorescently labeled siRNA
complexed with GLH-19. Whole body fluorescence
imaging demonstrated higher uptake of siRNA in tumors
within 3 hour time course, as compared to major organs
(heart, spleen, brain and lungs). The study can be
considered a positive leap forward in field of gene
delivery, demonstrating that bolaamphiphiles could offer
chemical stability to complexed siRNA as well as better
cellular uptake resulting in specific gene silencing.
Favorable results from studies so far, present a new
opportunity to formulation scientists and chemists to
design such bolas that could render effective gene
delivery in vivo possible.
Conclusion
After three decades of initial development,
bolaamphiphiles have presented a new area of research
to formulation scientists. Bolaamphiphiles have
demonstrated their ability to serve as important structural
blocks of vesicles and/or micelles for drug delivery as
depicted by archaeosomes. They are potential candidates
for the formation of nanosized systems for efficient drug
and gene delivery to target sites. This is evident from the
numerous reports that have been published so far on
bolaamphiphiles and the numbers are escalating further.
488 | Advanced Pharmaceutical Bulletin, 2014, 4(Suppl 2), 483-491

Figure 3. Hypothetical schematic of Bolaplex

However, their safety profile remains unexplored yet
with few reports available in literature on toxicity
evaluation. Scientists have studied their cytotoxicity
profile in vitro on various cell lines and their efficiency
in vivo has been evaluated. In contrast, acute, subchronic and chronic toxicity potential and biocompatibility remains largely unknown hampering their
use in drug delivery. Ample reports have sprung up on
synthesis of bolaamphiphiles which have greatly reduced
in vitro toxicity as compared to PEI, a cationic polymer
widely employed in transfection experiments. However,
with exception of few reports, not much data is available
on the pharmacokinetics, biodistribution and in vivo fate
of these self assembled structures. Extensive research
should now be focused on assessing their safety profile
to establish them as safe excipients for drug delivery
applications.
Further, since bolaamphiphiles are synthetic in nature
and are intended for intravenous use, there is need for
establishment of guidelines suggesting the nature and
acceptable levels of impurities and apyrogenicity.
Another area of concern is sterilization of bolacomplexes. While few reports employ filtration as a
means of sterilization, it would be worthwhile to
investigate terminal sterilization by autoclaving as a
feasible alternative for ease of large scale manufacturing.
Stability of bolaamphiphiles over long term periods also
needs to be considered for successful commercialization.
Computational techniques such as molecular dynamics
along with experimental techniques is proven powerful
tool in undermining and understanding the mechanism of
self assemblage and molecular orientation of self
assembled
bolaamphiphiles.
Following
better
understanding, it should be possible to witness a few
bolaamphiphile based products available commercially
for effective drug and / or gene delivery.
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